Why SwapLoader?
versatility &
flexibilty

Expanded versatility and flexibility to your
customer through one truck with multiple bodies.

When you’re responsible for managing
multiple residential, commercial and
industrial sites, any one day can bring
a dizzying selection of potential duties
and hard work. But for Lawrence
Construction, a property management
company in Toronto, Ontario just one
hook-lift hoist gets the job done reliably.

Another benefit to Swaploader is how
easy it is to drive.

This means they can efficiently plow
and salt, as well as provide complete
landscape duties for cleaning up inside
and outside of their many properties
with efficiency and ease.

A happy, productive customer is what
Swaploader seeks to provide the industry
– and Budgell has good news to proclaim
to his peers.

“Having one truck and multiple boxes
increases productivity and makes any
job quicker and easier,” he said. “We
chose the SwapLoader105 for its size. We
need to get around in some small areas
and this unit
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versatility alone.” Because we
can move so
much more material in one load it saves
me time and money. With the SwapLoader
I no longer have the need to hire other
companies to supply (garbage) bins.”

“The SwapLoader drives like a regular
truck so we feel comfortable operating it.
I have not had any problems operating in
extreme temperatures or weather. It has
never failed to work as required.”

“I would recommend a SwapLoader for
the versatility alone,” he said.

Mike Budgell
Maintenance Supervisor

increased
productivity

Increased productivity to your
customer through a quick and
efficient means to “swap” out
bodies and containers.

Local, consistent support has made a
valuable impact, too.
“My local dealer at DEL in Toronto has
been very helpful for any information
and repairs and modifications I need,”
said Budgell.
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